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Abstract
We describe the CASSI (Computer Animated Speech SImulator) software system, which creates facial
animations corresponding to X-ray microbeam data. Each data le records a sequence of positions of
the tongue, lips, and jaw of a human subject. The CASSI system utilizes Parke's model of a human
head, augmented by a representation of the inside of the mouth, including the tongue. CASSI's output
is a 3D facial animation that shows, in animated form, a subject's facial movements while speaking and
performing other tasks. The output animations are subjectively evaluated with respect to the positions
of the teeth, lip, and tongue for a variety of human subjects and tasks.
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Figure 1: Overview of Animation

1 Introduction
We describe the CASSI (Computer Animated Speech SImulator) software system, version 1.0, June 1998,
which creates facial animations corresponding to X-ray microbeam data. Each data le records a sequence
of positions of the tongue, lips, and jaw of a human subject. This system utilizes a modi ed version of
Parke's model [4] of a human head. CASSI augments Parke's model by representing the inside of the mouth,
including the tongue, as has also done in previous research[1, 3, 2]. CASSI's output is a 3D facial animation
that shows, in animated form, a subject's facial movements while speaking and performing other tasks.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the CASSI software
system is presented. In Section 3, we explain how the facial model is initialized and how it is animated,
including a detailed explanation of our model of jaw rotation. Then in Section 4, we present a subjective
evaluation based on a detailed examination of the appearance of the teeth, lips, and tongue of the animated
model for a variety of human subjects and tasks. Finally, in Section 5, we draw conclusions and make
suggestions for further research.

2 Overview
Figure 1 shows an overview of the CASSI system. The input is based on X-ray microbeam data measuring
the position of the lips, tongue, and jaw. During the initialization phase, the 3D facial model is adjusted,
using translation and scaling, to provide a starting position for the animation. During the animation phase,
the parameters of the facial model are changed corresponding to the movement of the lips, tongue, and jaw;
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these changes in parameter values cause corresponding changes in the facial model, as it is displayed frame
by frame. The input, initialization phase, and animation phase are now brie y described.
The input to the system is X-ray microbeam data obtained from the University of Wisconsin [5]. The
main part of the data consists of a series of data les, each describing one subject performing one task. Each
data le contains a time series of the x-y coordinates of eight pellets (shown as open circles in Figure 1).
The x-y coordinates represent a side view of the mouth region of a human head, with the origin de ned as
the bottom of the top front teeth. The palatal outline (or roof of the mouth) is shown as the solid curving
line in Figure 1. The eight pellets include: one for the upper lip and one for the lower lip (shown as the
right-most open circles), two points on the jaw (shown as the lowest connected open circles), and four points
along the tongue (shown as four points connected in a line directly beneath the palatal outline).
Currently, we have access to approximately 1700 data les, representing 15 human subjects performing
up to 118 di erent tasks. (The Wisconsin data included a 16th subject, JW29; we did not use data for JW29
because all data les had errors of various types, especially due to incomplete recording of the location of
the back jaw pellet, which is required for our method.) Some tasks are not recorded for every speaker; as
well, some data les contain invalid data due to problems (such as mistracking pellet positions) during data
collection. In addition, we have access to a le called Pal.dat, which describes the palatal outline for each
subject, and a le called Headmeasures.txt, which gives ten measurements of each subject's head. We always
refer to these latter two les by name, and we do not include them in the general term data les.
Each line in a data le contains a timestamp and the x and y coordinates for the 8 pellets at that
time. The changes in the positions of the pellets correspond to the changes in the positions of the lip, jaw,
and tongue as the speaker performs a task. The tasks include: (1) saying words, sentences, VCV (vowel
consonant vowel) patterns, and paragraphs, (2) swallowing, (3) maximum tongue protrusion, and (4) jaw
wagging. Movement in the positive x direction is towards the front of the face, and movement in the positive
y direction is towards the top of the head.
For the initialization phase, the face is adjusted to a starting location. The starting location is assumed
to be the rst valid line in the data le. In all data les, the rst few lines have pellet positions that are \out
of range" (1000000), indicating that the pellets are not yet being tracked. The rst valid line is the rst one
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Figure 2: The Initialization and Animation Phases
that has no \out of range" value. Once a valid line has been found, scaling and translation are applied to the
pellet coordinates to adjust them relative to the 3D facial model. From these relative pellet locations, the
facial model's lips, tongue and jaw are adjusted. This means that the lips, tongue, and jaw (in particular)
are set to initial values that depend on the particular subject and task that the data le represents.
For animation to occur, each data line containing the current pellet positions is read and the parameters
of the facial model are adjusted to represent the shift in the current pellet position from the initial positions.
The animation represents the movement of the actual human subject based on the motion of the pellets
placed on the tongue, lips, and jaw. Depending on the speed of the graphical processing, some of the lines
of input are ignored. In our current work on a SGI Indigo with a 150 MHZ R4400 CPU, we use every 10th
line of the data. On faster machines, such as a SGI O2 with a 200MHZ R5000 CPU, every 5th line of data
can be displayed.

3 Initialization and Animation
Figure 2 illustrates, in further detail, the initialization and animation phases. In the initialization phase,
there are three major steps. The rst step scans through the X-ray microbeam data le for the rst line
of valid (no \out of range") data. The second step maps the pellet positions to the 3D facial model. This
mapping is done through scaling and translation. The scaling is based on the ratio between the jaw lengths
of the animated model and the human subject. More precisely, each coordinate is scaled by multiplying by
the ratio p=d, where d is the distance between the two pellets on the jaw of the live subject, and p is the
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distance between two approximately corresponding points in the model. After scaling, translation is done
so that the origin (for the pellet positions) is translated to the point corresponding to the bottom of the top
front teeth in the facial model. The pellet positions now have a location relative to the 3D facial model.
Lastly, the third step adjusts the 3D facial model to match these pellet postions. The tongue is positioned
according to the four tongue pellet positions, the upper and lower lips are positioned according to their
associated pellets placed on the vermillion border (the upper and lower edges of the lips respectively), and
the lower teeth are positioned according to the two pellets on the jaw using jaw rotation, as discussed in
Section 3.1. To compensate for high lips, the tip of the nose is also adjusted so that there is always a space
between the upper lip and the nose.
During the initialization step, the palatal outline (or roof of the mouth) is drawn, using additional data
from the Pal.dat le. Each subject has an individual palatal outline, described as a series of x and y
coordinates in Pal.dat, representing the palatal centerline. The number of x and y coordinate pairs varies
among the subjects, because points were included in Pal.dat as needed to show the palatal outline. We
implemented a three dimensional model of the palate based on the two dimensions provided in the Pal.dat
le and assumptions about the probable width and shape of the palate. The palate is shown as the darkest
object in Figure 3, where the tongue is shown immediately underneath in light grey. The palate is narrow
at the front of the mouth and wider toward the back. It has a slight downward slope from its centerline to
its edges.
Also, during the initialization step, the shapes of the jaw and chin are adjusted according to the measured
positions of the gonion and gnathion, as given in the Headmeasures.txt le. Both the gonion and the gnathion
are part of the jaw bone. The gonion is de ned as the point at the angle of the jaw (in the back of the jaw,
where the jaw angles upward towards the ears). The gnathion is the point of the chin. The shape of the jaw
is adjusted using the jaw rotation formulas described in Section 3.1.
After the initialization phase is complete, the animation phase occurs in four major steps (see Figure 2).
The rst step reads the next line of data, containing the current x and y coordinates for the eight pellets.
The second step computes the movement (displacement) of each of the current pellet positions from the
initial pellet positions (as recorded in the initialization phase). Each displacement is scaled (using p=d) to
5

Figure 3: Top View of the Palatal Outline, as seen from the backside of the face
Parameter #
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Initial Value
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Description
T1 X movement
T1 Z movement
T2 X movement
T2 Z movement
T3 X movement
T3 Z movement
T4 X movement
T4 Z movement
Upper Lip X movement
Upper Lip Z movement
Lower Lip X movement
Lower Lip Z movement

Table 1: New Parameters
nd the displacement relative to the initial facial model. In the third step, these scaled displacements are
used to adjust the parameters of the lips, tongue, and jaw. Table 1 shows parameters added for lip and
tongue movement. The rst column lists the parameter number, the second column lists its initial value,
and the third column describes the parameter (where the pellets are numbered in sequence T1, T2, T3, and
T4, from front to back). Jaw movement is obtained using the jaw rotation formulas discussed in Section 3.1.
In the fourth step, the face is displayed with the changes made to the face using the new parameter values.
This animation phase is repeated for each line in the data le.
3.1

Jaw Rotation

The underlying method for adjusting the jaw in both initialization and animation is the same. The method
is based on Parke's [4] original formula for jaw rotation, which described the rotation around a single xed
point, corresponding approximately to the back of the jaw. In our implementation, this formula is used to
derive a method of calculating the point of rotation for each frame of animation. The approach used (shown
in Figure 4) has two major steps: calculating the angle of rotation and nding the point of rotation. In
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Figure 4: Rotation around the Origin
Figure 4, (x1 ; y1) and (x2 ; y2) are the original jaw points and (x1; y1 ) and (x2; y2 ) are derived by rotating
0

0

0

0

line (x1; y1); (x2 ; y2) around a xed point. To calculate the angle of rotation, the angle of incline of the
original jaw position ( ) and of the current jaw position ( ) must be found. These angles are obtained using
Equations 1 and 2:

y y
tan = 1 2
x1 x2

(1)

y y
tan = 1 2
x1 x2

(2)

0

0

0

0

Using these two angles, the angle of rotation() is determined:
=

(3)

The next step is to nd the point of rotation (a,b). We begin with variations of the equations in Parke's
model:
x

a = (x a)cos + (y b)sin

(4)

y

b = (x a)sin + (y b)cos

(5)

0

0

From these, we derive the following equations for the point of rotation:
b=

(y + xsin ycos)(1 cos) (x
2 2cos
0

a=

0

xcos ysin)(sin )

y + xsin ycos b(1 cos)
sin
0
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(6)
(7)

Figure 5: Front View of Jaw Wagging Task for JW27

Figure 6: Side View of Jaw Wagging Task for JW27
In Equations 6 and 7, only one point (x1; y1 ) and its derived point (x1 ; y1) need to be used for (x; y) and
0

0

(x ; y ), respectively.
0

0

Once the angle of rotation and the point of rotation have been calculated, the teeth, jaw, cheeks, and neck
can be moved in varying amounts similar to Parke's implementation. For instance in Parke's implementation,
the surface jaw/chin points had 100% motion, the teeth had 90% motion, the points directly under the chin
had 75% motion, the points in the upper neck had 50% motion, and some points in the cheek had 35%
motion. To stay close to Parke's original model yet re ect the fact that the teeth should have 100% motion
(corresponding to the actual pellet positions), this implementation multiplied all percentages by 1:11111 so
that there was 111%, 100%, 83%, 56%, and 39% motion respectively.
The only di erence between the initialization and the animation phase is the choice of (x1 ; y1),(x2; y2 )
(starting jaw location), and (x1; y1 ), (x2 ; y2) (rotated jaw). For instance, in the initialization phase, the
0

0

0

0

starting jaw and teeth locations are the original placement of the points (Parke's original topology), and the
rotated jaw and teeth points are from the placement of the jaw in Headmeasures.txt and the location of the
teeth in the rst line of valid X-ray microbeam data, respectively. in the animation phase, the starting jaw
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location is the jaw points from the rst valid line of X-ray microbeam data, and the rotated jaw points are
from each consecutive line of data.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 provide front and side view, respectively, of task #106 (the jaw wagging task)
as performed by subject JW27. These views were taken at slightly di erent times, but both demonstrate
that the jaw and lips move up and down together, even though their parameters are adjusted separately.
In Figure 5, the tongue is visible as a very dark object inside the mouth, in the frames where the mouth is
open.

4 Results: A Subjective Evaluation of System
To evaluate the current CASSI system, the output facial animations for each subject were viewed from a
variety of positions. Each facial animation was viewed from the front (viewing the full face from the starting
orientation), the side (viewing the full face from a side orientation), the inside (viewing half of the face from
a side orientation), and the top (viewing the top of the palatal outline). During the evaluation, parameters
were not manually adjusted.
Table 2 shows the results of the evaluation for 15 human subjects (JW11 to JW502). Each subject was
examined on at least two di erent tasks, as listed in the table. For instance, for JW16, task #3 was to read
number sequences (e.g., \9739286 8495571 5945341") as individual digits with pauses between. For each
subject, the tasks were arbitrarily selected from among the error-free les in the X-ray microbeam data. The
positions of the teeth, lips, and tongue were subjectively evaluated, and a rating of EXCELLENT, VERY
GOOD, GOOD, or FAIR was assigned to each component (teeth, lip, or tongue). The rating is based on the
number of negative points ({'s) identi ed for that component: EXCELLENT means that there was nothing
wrong with that component, VERY GOOD means that one problem was seen for that component (one {),
GOOD means that two problems were seen (two {'s), and FAIR means that three problems were seen (three
{'s). The following paragraphs provide more details about this rating system.
For the evaluation of the teeth positions, the front and side views were examined. The front view
was examined to see if the teeth ran into the lips, which was considered undesirable. The main focus of
evaluaton, however, was the side view looking inside the mouth. From this view, close attention was paid
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Subject Task Description
#
JW11 19
sentences
21
citation words
106 jaw wagging

Teeth Position

Lip Position

Tongue Position

GOOD
{from front view, bottom teeth
run into lower lip at times
{back teeth overlap (top to bottom)
GOOD
{back teeth overlap(top to bottom)
{bottom teeth slant downwards
towards front teeth
GOOD
{front teeth overlap (top to
bottom)
{bottom teeth slant upward towards front teeth

FAIR
{ {there is a large separation
between lips(they never touch)
{lips are often below the bottom of the lower front teeth
VERY GOOD
{lips go below the bottom of
the lower front teeth

FAIR
{ { {tongue pokes noticeably
through upper and lower teeth

GOOD
{lips are tightly placed together
{lips go below the bottom of
the lower front teeth
GOOD
{there is a separation between
lips
{top lip seems too high
VERY GOOD
{lips are tightly placed together

GOOD
{the tongue pokes through the
upper front teeth (more noticeable in task 10)
{from the front view, the
tongue is barely viewable (hidden by teeth)
VERY GOOD
{tongue pokes through top
front teeth only in task 3

JW12

2
5

citation words
citation words

JW15

9
10

citation words
sentences

JW16

3
6

number sequences
citation words

VERY GOOD
{bottom teeth slant upward toward front teeth

JW18

4
14

citation words
citation vowels

JW19

1
23

citation words
citation words

JW21

7
12

sentences
paragraph

JW24

17
18

sentences
citation words

FAIR
{front teeth overlap (top to
bottom)
{ {bottom teeth slant upward
toward front teeth
VERY GOOD
{bottom teeth slant upward toward front teeth
GOOD
{from front view, bottom teeth
run into lower lip and (in task
12) the upper lip
{teeth overlap (top to bottom)
+bottom teeth horizontally
aligned
EXCELLENT
+bottom teeth horizontally
aligned

JW25

15
16

vowel sequences
citation VCV

VERY GOOD
{bottom teeth slant upward toward front teeth(slight)

JW27

20
22
106

sentences
citation words
jaw wagging

JW32

13
15

citation sVd's eg. side
vowel sequences

JW40

5
8

citation words
citation words

JW41

1
11

citation words
paragraph

JW45

3
13

number sequences
citation sVd's eg. side

GOOD
{front teeth overlap (top to
bottom)
{bottom teeth slant upward toward front teeth
GOOD
{from front view, teeth run into
upper lip (especially in task 13)
{teeth overlap (top to bottom)
+bottom teeth horizontally
aligned
VERY GOOD
{bottom and top teeth seem
too far apart
+teeth are evenly separated
(top to bottom)
FAIR
{ { {bottom teeth slant upward
toward front teeth
VERY GOOD
{bottom teeth slant upward toward front teeth (slight)

JW502 21
22

citation words
citation words

VERY GOOD
{bottom teeth slant upward toward front teeth (slight)

GOOD
{ {there is a separation between lips
EXCELLENT

GOOD
{ {for task 14, tongue pokes
slightly through upper and
lower teeth
GOOD
{ {tongue pokes through upper
and lower teeth (more noticeable in task 23)
FAIR
{ { {tongue pokes noticeably
through upper and lower teeth

FAIR
{ {from side view, lower lip protrudes out farther then upper
lip
{lips go below the bottom of
the lower front teeth
+from front view,lips are nicely
closed
GOOD
{lips are tightly placed together
(especially in task 16)
{from side view, lower lip protrudes out farther than upper
lip
VERY GOOD
{lips are tightly placed together

FAIR
{ { {tongue pokes noticeably
through upper and lower teeth

VERY GOOD
{from side view, lower lip protrudes out farther than upper
lip (slight)
+lips are nicely closed
VERY GOOD
{there is a separation between
lips

EXCELLENT

VERY GOOD
{lips go below the bottom of
the lower front teeth
EXCELLENT

GOOD
{ {tongue pokes through upper
teeth for both tasks and the
lower teeth in task 11
GOOD
{in task 13, the tongue pokes
through the upper front teeth
{from front view, tongue is
barely viewable (seems too high
above the top teeth)
EXCELLENT

VERY GOOD
{lips are tightly placed together

Table 2: Subjective Evaluation of Subjects and Tasks
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VERY GOOD
{in task 2, tongue pokes
through upper front teeth

VERY GOOD
{In task 16, tongue pokes
through lower teeth
GOOD
{ { tongue pokes through upper
and lower teeth

VERY GOOD
{in task 8, tongue pokes
through upper teeth

JW24

JW27

JW41

Figure 7: Internal side view of EXCELLENT (JW24), GOOD (JW27), and FAIR (JW41) teeth positioning

JW45

JW11

JW502

Figure 8: Front view of EXCELLENT (JW45), FAIR (JW11), and VERY GOOD (JW502) lip positioning
to the positioning of the lower set of teeth while the task was being performed, and particularly at the end
of the task. Subject JW24 was considered to have ideal positioning for the teeth because the bottom teeth
were horizontally aligned with a very slight overlap in the front teeth (see Figure 7). All other subjects
were compared to JW24. For instance, when compared to JW24, JW27 (in Figure 7) had front teeth that
overlapped from top to bottom (this was one {) and lower teeth that sloped upward from back to front
(this was another {). These two factors (two {'s) caused JW27 to have an overall rating of GOOD for teeth
position. Another example is JW41 who had a very steep slope upward from back to front, when compared
to the other subjects (see Figure 7). Since this slope was extremely large, three negatives were assigned to
it; this gave JW41 an overall rating of FAIR for teeth position.
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JW45

JW24

Figure 9: Side view of EXCELLENT (JW45) and FAIR (JW24) lip positioning
For the evaluation of the lip positions, the front and side views were used. The front view (in the original
starting location) (see Figure 8) was examined to see if the lips lightly touched (desirable), were too far
apart (as in JW11), or were too close together (as in JW502). The front view was also examined to see if
the lips went above the top of the upper front teeth or below the bottom of the lower front teeth. The side
view (see Figure 9) was examined to see if the bottom protruded more than the top (as in JW24). Again,
for situations with signi cant problems, extra negatives were assigned. For instance, when compared to
others, JW11 (in Figure 8) had lips that were widely separated and, in fact, never touched. For this large lip
separation, JW11 was assigned two {'s. JW11 also had lips that went below the bottom of the lower front
teeth (one {), which gave JW11 an overall rating of FAIR (with three {'s).
The tongue position was evaluated only from the front view. The front view was examined (from the
original starting location) to see if the tongue poked through the teeth (see Figure 10). If the tongue poked
through either the upper or the lower front teeth (as in JW12), then one negative was assigned. If the tongue
poked through both the upper and lower front teeth (as in JW27), then two negatives were assigned. If the
tongue poked very noticeably through the upper and lower front teeth (as in JW21), then three negatives
were assigned. Also from the front view, one negative was assigned if the tongue was barely viewable (as in
JW15). JW502 and JW32 were rated as EXCELLENT because, from the front view, the tongue was visible
and did not appear to poke through the teeth.
The tongue was not evaluated with regard to its shape from the internal side view or whether it poked
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JW12

JW27

JW24

Figure 10: Front view of tongue poking through the teeth for JW12 (VERY GOOD) JW27 (GOOD), and
JW24 (FAIR)
through the palatal outline. From the internal side view, the tongues for all tasks for all subjects (with the
exception of task #5 for JW40) had a V-shape in the back at times during the animation (this V-shape can
be seen in subject JW41 in Figure 7). This V-shape results from the initialization of the farthest back points
in the tongue. When the tongue is initialized, the farthest back points are \anchored" to a position that is
farther back and down from the tongue's back pellet position (T4). This anchoring might be improved in one
of three ways: by eliminating the anchored points, by making the anchored points farther back and down,
or by making the anchored points move when the tongue moves. Also, the tongue was not evaluated on
whether or not it poked through the palatal outline. In all but a few cases, the tongue did poke through the
palatal outline (particularly the alveolar ridge). Since this behavior did not a ect the external appearance
of face, it was not assigned a negative point.
In overall appearance, a few subjects had some quirks. For instance, JW19 (and to a lesser extent JW32)
had a palatal outline that extended below the tip of the front upper teeth (see Figure 11). This is because
the palatal outline was de ned to have thickness and to go down at the edges. A few subjects had unusually
shaped faces (see Figure 12). For instance, JW18 had a very long jaw, JW32 had a very square jaw, and
JW41 had an unusual shape to the back of his jaw.
Overall, in Table 2, the ratings for teeth position were 1 EXCELLENT, 6 VERY GOOD, 6 GOOD, and
2 FAIR, the ratings for lip position were 2 EXCELLENT, 7 VERY GOOD, 4 GOOD, and 2 FAIR, and the
13

JW19

JW32

Figure 11: Front view of JW19 and JW32 with palatal outline extending below the top front teeth

JW45

JW18

JW32

JW41

Figure 12: Side view of a nicely shaped jaw (JW45) and unusually shaped jaws (JW18, JW32, and JW41)
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ratings for tongue position were 2 EXCELLENT, 4 VERY GOOD, 6 GOOD, and 3 FAIR. The subject who
appears to be animated best is JW502, with ratings of VERY GOOD, VERY GOOD, and EXCELLENT.
The subject who appears to animated worst is JW11, with ratings of FAIR, FAIR, and GOOD.
The variety of ratings awarded to the subjects suggests that certain faces t the original mesh better
than others. For example, with regard to lip positioning, some subjects had lips that were too close together,
and other subjects had lips that were too far apart. Possibly some subjects have thicker or thinner lips, but
the current implementation makes all lips the same size and shape. Thinner lips should be used for those
whose lips are held tightly together, and thicker lips should be used for those whose lips never touch. For
13 out of 15 subjects in Table 2, the tongue poked through the front teeth for at least one task. Collision
detection should be implemented to ensure that the tongue never passes through the teeth. The positioning
of the teeth also seems to be a problem with some subjects, such as JW41 who is shown with a large slope
in the lower teeth. This unusual placement should be veri ed. If it is correct, some adjustments might be
made to improve the appearance, such as adjusting the length of the teeth and sloping the upper teeth to
match the lower teeth.

5 Conclusions and Future Research
In this report, we described the CASSI software system for creating facial animations corresponding to
X-ray microbeam data. We explained the system by describing the input, the initialization phase, and
the animation phase. CASSI's output is a 3D facial animation that shows, in animated form, a subject's
facial movements while speaking and performing other tasks. As has been done by previous researchers, we
added a tongue to Parke's facial model. The major achievement of this research was making the animated
tongue, teeth, jaw, and lips move according to X-ray beam data. To our knowledge, this is an original
achievement. The output animations were subjectively evaluated with respect to the positions of the teeth,
lip, and tongue for a variety of human subjects and tasks. The results of this evaluation suggest that CASSI
provides excellent or very good animations about half the time and fair or good animations about half the
time. The animations for certain subjects appeared better than others, possibly due to a better match
between these subjects and the facial model. For instance JW502 appears to match the model well, whereas
15

JW11 does not.
Four new features that could be added to the CASSI system are speech synchronization, lip rounding,
lip thickness, tongue thickness, and increased facial adjustment to the data. Speech sychronization should
be implemented so that the corresponding sound is produced while the facial animation is displayed; this
addition would provide further feedback on the movements of the lips, jaw, teeth, and tongue in relation
to the speech sounds being produced. In the current implementation, from the front view, the corners of
the lips do not move horizontally towards or away from each other. Lip rounding should be implemented
so that the lips round (or the corners move together) when the lips are brought forward. The thickness of
the lips should be adjusted for each speaker by using the upper and lower lip pellet positions in the rst
valid line of data, which likely corresponds to a gently closed mouth. In our current implementation, the
tongue is a at surface with no thickness. Thickness should be added to the tongue so that it can be seen
better. Because subjects have di erently shaped faces, the 3D facial model should be further adjusted to
more closely match the subject. For instance, the width of the face should be adjusted according to data
provided for each subject in the Headmeasures.txt le.
The problems noted in Section 4 should also be xed. These include: (1) adding collision detection to
ensure that the tongue does not poke through the teeth or the palatal outline; (2) adjusting the anchored
points in the tongue so these points move along with the rest of the tongue, are eliminated, or are moved
farther back and down; (3) xing the palatal outline in subjects JW19 and JW32 so that it does not extend
below the tip of the top front teeth; (4) verifying the position of the teeth by checking with the software
provided with the X-ray microbeam data; and (5) verifying the position of the jaw by checking with the
video tape of the subjects performing speci c tasks.
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